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Grant details
Funding was requested from the Gender Institute to support my proposed research project
which seeks to generate a preliminary thematic mapping of how Asia-Pacific women’s
traditional and everyday knowledge. This knowledge, I argue, will potentially serve as
indispensable source of inclusive and durable solutions urgently required by global security
agendas today. Theoretically, this research will advance an innovative research agenda that
re-signifies the importance of feminist approaches to epistemology and standpoint theory and
‘Third World’ transnational social movements for contemporary understanding of global
threats and crises. The funding constituted critical support in developing my planned
Discovery Early Career Researcher Award (DECRA) research project submitted in February
2022.
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Project/event details

Impact

Seminar presentation for the Women in Asia
Pacific Security (WIAPSR) Research seminar
series, Wednesday, 20 October 2021, 11:00AM 12:30PM AEST

o Audience for the seminar
included members from the Coral
Bell School, The Graduate
Research and Development
Network on Asian Security
(GRADNAS), and the Gender
Institute. [mix of ANU internals
and externals; and different
career levels]
o The event was an excellent
addition to the seminar series
because it included a specific
feminist lens to the themes
showcased for that year.

The seminar presented preliminary insights from
the research project and valuable feedback from
audience were incorporated.
Recording available here:
https://youtu.be/WhHOJS822us and
https://anuwiis.wixsite.com/anuwiis/how-asiapacific-can-lead-global-peace
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ARC DECRA application submitted (DE23)
Application now currently under review and it
indicated the availability of institutional support
from Gender Institute.
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Journal article (drafting phase)
Target journal: Journal of Peace Research
(Impact factor 4; top 10 of International Relations
Journal; A* ranked according to the Australian
Political Science Association)

o The grant allowed me to
strengthen the DECRA project
and demonstrate its value and
significance for building a
research agenda on Asia Pacific
women’s networks.
o Expected outcomes will include
scholarly contribution
emphasising Asia Pacific
women’s networks as collective
theorists of peace and security.

